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the dramatist is preaching from relatively parochial texts
In Androcles he takes an imperial theme Androcles is a
fierce indictment of imperialism not of other nations'
imperialism, but of the imperialism of Britain There's
the rub The dark background which is essential to the
showing up of fun shows up something which Shaw
regards as pernicious, but which most people hold as
precious and almost sacred It is no use running away
from truth it must be faced Shaw's truth spelled untruth
to the vast majority of people who went to see "Androcles
and the Lion " How then could they settle down to
enjoy the playf Citizens of the Empire first, artists
second—if at all all they could do was what they did,
protest, pour ridicule on the play and stay away
"Androcles" was produced on the ist September,
1913, and perished miserably under the storm of ridicule
It is interesting to record that the abuse did not come
from the clergy whom Shaw had given cause for wrath
Men among the clergy showed a large-mmdedness which
proved that the Pauline lesson of Charity had been
learned by some at least of the preachers The Rev
Thomas Yates said
"As to the accusation of irreverence, those who
make it seek artificiality instead of human nature in
the early Christians I protest that I prefer this
direct challenge to the power and reality of the Chris-
tian religion to that sickly exploitation of Christianity
for theatrical purposes of which 'The Sign of the
Cross3 was a nauseous example "
I am English—at all events part of me is I love
England with all my heart I cannot pretend to know
whether Shaw is a "little Willie" and that all others are
out of step but he But I can do what those who con-
demned the play could not look at "Androcles and the
Lion" from die dispassionate point of view of the artist
Judged in that way it is a great play perfect in its
technique^ its humour supple, mordant in its satire and
possessed of the essential dramatic quality

